Hambright 2018 Summer Reading Challenge

15
minutes…

Check off each box as you read for 15 minutes.
(Young children can check if an older person reads to them.)
You may earn up to 3 checks in each box. Earn 12 checks each month.
Return the paper when you come back to school in the fall to receive ice cream during recess!

Name ______________________________________ Grade ______ Teacher __________________________ Parent Signature_____________________________

In June read…

In July read…

In August read…

by flashlight poems or
song lyrics

in a cozy
corner

a book that
a graphic
became a
novel or
movie or is
comic book
about a movie

by a fire pit
or fireplace

a brochure
from a place
you visited

about your
favorite sport

to someone
else who
cannot read
(younger
sibling or pet)

in the car

directions to with your
friends
a game –
then play
the game!

or listen to a
story on the
computer or
electronic
device

on a rainy day or listen to
an audio
book

directions for
making a
craft – then
make it!

a book
someone
else picked
for you

the choices on
a menu at a
restaurant

in bare feet
in the grass

a book based
on a true
story

the Sunday
comics

a book you
checked out
from the
library or
Bookmobile

on a swing or
hammock

a book and
write a note
to someone,
telling them
about it

by a pool or on vacation
in a pool
(Don’t get
the book
wet!)

on a blanket

a magazine or
the newspaper

about a place
you want to
visit

a recipe (and
make it too!
Yum!)

outside
(with your
sunglasses
or hat!)

a book that
is part of a
series

a funny book

a book you
traded with a
friend - tell
them what
you liked!

an email or
letter from
a faraway
relative or
friend

with
your while eating
whole family a
snack

by finding the
letters of the
alphabet in
order in a store
or at the mall

on a “book”nic At the
(picnic)
beach

a cereal or
other food
box

OR read 50 minutes per week. (Cross out one box below for each week you meet this goal.)

on a boat or by finding
a nonfiction
plane
the letters of book
the alphabet
when
traveling

